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Homecoming 1975: Michael Stanley Will Perform

I

Streaks vs. Carnegie-Mellon

I

Queen Candidates Announced

I

Pledge Class; Chris Louie for
The candidates for the 1975 First Floor Pacelli Lounge;
llomecomeing Queen are Sanda Cathy Monoco for Circle K ·
~derson for University Club;
Brunilda Negron for the Politicai
Ltz Bnsken for the Training Science Club, Nancy Nista for
Room in conjunction with Iota Delta Alpha Theta, Toni Pristo
Beta Gamma: Debbie Con- for Rugby Club; Rita Riley for
stantinof or the Wrestling Team· Iota Phi Theta; Beth Scriven for
Ann Harrington for Skl the WUJC; Mary TePas for third
Club; Noreen Hickey for Chicago Ooor Dolan ; Andrea Thompson
Club; Mary Bob Hogenkamp for for second Ooor Dolan. Debbie
Spanish club , Sharon Hughes for UUak for Alpha Kappa Psi· and
Afro American Society; Diana Terri Yuhaniak for first 'floor
Jarzyna for the Pershing Rifles Bernet.

What's
Happening
SATURDAY, Ol.'T. 4
1:30 p.m.
Homecoming football game
vs.
Carnegie Mellon University
9p.m.
"Phenix" in Rathskeller.
Admission 50 cents with
fee card, $1.00 wtthout.

TONIGHT
8 p.m. ~cert, "The Michael StanJey Band and Flo and
Eddie, sponsored by the Studen t Un ion and WMMS

raddlo sta~on . In the gym, $4.00 with fee card , 4 50 ln
a vance, ..,5.00 at tbe door.
• ·

Busing May Affect

Edtt~~!.~f?n Majors
A busing case against the
Cleveland district school board is
presently in federal district
court. The suit, filed by the
Na tiona! Association for the
Advancement of Colored People,
alleges that over the last so years
the school board deliberately
segrega~ed pupils by building
schooLs m locations where it was

known that student& would be
either all black children or aU
white children. The suit also
states that faculty and staff in
public schools are segregated
with white teachers in white
schools and black teachers in
black schools.

Music Groups
Moved Into
SAC Lounge

Cleveland schools. But many are
fearful that, if the court rules
against the school board the
decision could plummet the
Cleveland schools into a situation
similar to that in other U.S.
cities.

Today . there is no busing for

the purpoae of integration in tbe

Jobn Carroll's musicians have
found a new home. Due to
practice-time conflicts with the
Cleveland on Stage productions
and other cultural events, the
band and Glee Club have moved
from Kulas Auditorium their
long-time rehearsal site. '
These groups are now based in
two music rooms recently con·
structed in the Airport Lounge's
northeast comer.

Attempting to project the
outcome of the case, Dr. William
Hoffman of t he education
department explains that there is
no clear pattern in busing-related
court cases: In Detroit, for instance, the JUdge ordered busing
for city schools and in attempting
to get an even ratio of white to
black children, redistricted to
include suburban areas in the
busing plan. The appeals court
overruled his decision.

Harris Campaign

Hoffman reflects, "The biggest
problem is that if you are considering busing as a way to
improve education for all
children and as a tool for building
better understanding among
people, l seriously question if
busing
achieves
lhat.
Achievement is the question.
Does busing achieve these goals'?
For the expense a nd disruption of
schools, there is no evidence to
indicate that we are achieving
better education standards for all
of our children."
When asked what future
teachers may face in their
profession. Dr Hoffman explained that it is legally correct
for a school superintendent to
place teachers in any district
school. He feels that it may be
better to move teachers rather
than displacing such a great
nu~t;>er of students But seruori ty
pohctes and the sentiment or
teachers unions would have to
change to make this idea
workable in a large district.

Arrives Thursday
Former U.S. Sen. Fred R

~ar:,is brings his "populist Coali:
tion campaign for the Democratic Presidential nomination to

John Carroll University Thurs·
day, Oct. 9, at 2 p.m.
Harris ·will speak at an informal meeting, open to the
public, in Room 258 of the Administration Building. His ap~arance is being SPOnsored by
JCU's Political Science Club
Author of a book on "The 1\ew
P?p.ulism ," Harris proposes
JOining Americans of different
~ckgro~nds together in a popuhst coahtion to work for a more
equitable distribution of income
and power.
Since leaving his Senate seat in
1972, Harris has taught political
science at American University
and lectured widely

Woelfl:

New Student Politics Is Quiet
By Owen J. Dougherty
Ala time when politics is in upheaval, when apathy more than
activism characterizes the mood
of youth, students of political
science are confronted with insurmoun table p roblems a nd
given no solutions.
The idealism of the 1960's died
in VietNam and was buried with
John and Robert KeMedY and
Martin Luther King. Cynicism
and distr ust of government
brought on by Watergate and the
revelations about the CIA produce a prevading sense of powerlessness. This individual powerlessness coupled with anger has
produced such aberrations as
Squeaky Fromm and the SLA.
"Of course it does not have to
be that way. The system hasn't
degenerated that much," says
the man with the high forehead
and graying temples, as he !earls
back in his chair and pu£fs
serenely on his pipe. He's seen it
all in his long years of political
activism and firsthand as a congressional candidate. The man
with the modulated voice is Fr.
Paul Woelfl, Jesuit political
scientist and author. Woelfl offers a ray of hope for the tan~led

web of contemporary politicS to
all who are willing to listen
He's seen a myriad of changes
1n the outlooks of his students
over the years. When he be_gan
teaebial tbere were 1114 llliUlGn
Americans, now the population
numbers 214 million. Political
science more than any other discipline has been profoundly affected by those fundamental cultural changes. He's seen American youth sleep through the
1950's with grandfatherly Ike at
the helm, and he's seen them
picket through the 1960's complete with McCarthy buttons and
campus demonstrations.
Woelfl is optimistic almost
ebullient, about the f~ture because he believes a new political
era to be dawning. He says "The
old politics are dead. Students in
the 1960's threw themselves at
the feet of charismatic leaders
and were severely disillusioned".
Students were ~ause-oriented
because the issues cf the last decade touched their lives directly
and they wanted to affect the outcome of those issues. Viet Nam
brought with it the draft, the Civil
Rights movement raised student

consciousness in regard to racial
justice and equal oppor tunity for
all, and campus revolution secured new approaches to academics.
But after the war was ended and
tilt ..... o1 mu rill* cooled,
after sbldent.s were given a voice
in the decision making process of
many universities and after the
18-year-old vote became a reality, what was left to fight for?
Woelfl does not see a wholesale
~aningof student interest in pot.:tics. But he sees a marked difference in students' approach to
politics today as opposed to those
who occupied the classroom il'l
1969. The students of today have
not shifted their concern as an interest group to other issues so
that the appearance of apathy is
created. Methods of action are
different today, and a protest demonstration on this campus
would be ludicrous.
Woelfl believes the cynicism
which has swept the country will
be positive in the long run and
lead to a more mature political
outlook. " Once you understand
what's happening, you see tt's a
rather natural and healthy
development." Students don't accept all the political platitudes
thrown at them. This revision
and re-evaluation of politics is
less stimulating than the activism of the 1960's, but it has
more substance. It can be & true
reform of the system, according
to Woelfl.
Woelfl is not afraid to
look you straight in the eye and
tell you that politics is very much
a moral science as well as a practical science. He disagrees with
those who want political :;cience
students to master purely marketable skills in order to find employment after college.
Woelfl aavocates politics as a
career for those who are willing
to be free, honest, and unwilling
to be compromised or glamorized
by the system. He believes we
need initiative and ingenuity in
place of charisma.
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Saga Needs to hnprove Facilities, Food
JJy Pa~.Y LamieU

four servers who are left to
cope.

When I ate dinner in the
cafeteria last night I was
The only explanation is that
struck for the hundredth time
management
is
with the barbaric quality of the
attempting
to
lower
labor
the ritual. From the moment
I was herded through the
door, I was accosted with loud
verbal reminders to show my
meal ticket and move the
line, and by dirty rugby
players trying to beat me to
the hot dogs.

cost. This is quite admirable.
But shortening the line saves
the operation exactly $21.00
per week. <two servers at
$2.00 per hour for one hour of
labor a day). Is the savings

worth all the unpleasantness
and heartburn?

misnomer if ever there was
one. It certainly is not
"express" nor is it a line.
This year Saga bas seen fit People trying to be served are
to place in the dining room an in the way of crowds coming
"express line". The title is a and going from the cafeteria,
and the herding instinct again
surfaces.
Why not move the express
line to the middle of the
dining room, alongside. the
salad bar? It is not an tdeal
solution, since all you can
hope to do is- to relocate the
crowd. But it's better than
blocking the doorway.

I know it's very popular to
colhplain about institutional
food. Ever since I was a
freshman I have sensed the
social necessity to thumb my
nose at -everything thrown in
front of me. You have to have
something to talk about at
rows.. So as not to belabor
the topic, I'll leave culinary
criticism to The Galloping
Gourmet, and accept my lot
with college students aU over
the world.

Discussion of the physical
shortcomings of the food
service may seem trivial. But
it does have a great effect
upon the general atmosphere
of the cafeteria. Meals
constitute a major portion of
the social interaction between
students.
Unpleasant
physical surroundings make
the whole affair unpleasant.

However, there is something particular to the Saga
food service here which I
think bears mentioning .
People are rude at meals
because the abnosphere is
rude, and this can be corrected with just a little effort.

The responsibility for
renovation lies not only with
Saga, but with the Physical
Plant department of the
University. The two must
combine efforts to change
this regrettable situation.

an why tbe serltng
room was built in a square,

Incidentally, the food could
stand a little improvement
too.

Of

I

I'll never know. Even
Ponderosa Steak House
figured out that efficient
cafeteria service demands a
long, narrow construction
through which people pass
one at a time. Of coW'se, it's
too late to change the room's
shape, but
a
simple
aluminum bar placed three
feet out from the counter
would serve the same
purpose.

Waiting lines are daily
occurrences. And yet Saga
continues to close one-third of
tne serving line at 5: 30 p.m.
This is not only inconvenient
for students being served, but
it puts undo pressure on the

I

What Makes Ohio State Different?

What price attending a
small
university?
In
comparing John Carroll to
Ohio State, the answer is
simple. Ohio State has a more
diversified education.

that 90 percent of what you Speciff~ally, the experience
learn in college is outside of of encoimtering a multitude
classes. U this is the case, of different perspectives and
then the campus envirOiiment philosophies of life. With
should be conducive toward's 50,000 students, OSU has a
learning that nine-tenth's of conglomerate of variety.
an education. That means
What
IS
meant
by meeting a wide spectrum of
"education" involves more people, and being exposed to
Living within the confines
than what is presented in the the many paths of life.
of Carroll is like stepping out
classroom. College should be
of reality for four years. At
a total learning experience.
times student's lives parallel
Unlike large schools, John a
Peyton Place. You
In fact, it is often quoted Carroll is lacking variety. suddenly realize just how
small John Carroll really is
. when you find your first year
heart-throb dating your
friends. Indeed, seniors
ponder "what it's like in the
real world." Some are nice
eno~ come back and tell
about it.

Dan Busta, Editor-in-Chief
Randy D'Amore, Business Manager
Jane Kvacek
Patty Lamlell ........ News Editors

Terri Wardeiner
Tom McNeill ........ Sports Editors

Jerry Koslcki
Betsy Trocki .. .. ... Feature Editors

Dan

G hi Edit
CaJacob ..... rap cs
or

M.i.ke Powers . .Circulation Manager
JOHN CARROLL UNIVERSITY

UNIVERSITY HEIGHTS, OHIO 44118

What is needed to foster the
total learning experience?
Since we can't decisively
increase the enrollment, one
way is to inject some variety
into the faculty. The vast
majority are found on a
continuum from moderate to
conservative. Perhaps more
liberal minded professors
would osmose some different
views into the student's
thought processes. To protect
the student from opposing
views is to shelter him from
reality.
Other remedies? Can't
think of any. John Carroll is
destined to be a different
place.

. -Letters to the Editorwhy the SYL is upset,
because if their stuff is widely
distributed it would only
enrich the running-dog
manufacturers of No-Doz, a
To the Editor:
stiff dose of which is required
Mirabile
dictu!
The by anyone wishing to read the
"Spartacist Youth League is SYL's adolescent Marxist
upset because they cannot Tarzan-talk.
Sincerely,
peddle their literature '!!.
Joel
Grant
John Carroll. One wonders

.Need No-Doz
to Read SYL
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John Carroll: Jesuit Pioneer
By Patty Rogo
Knowing America today as a
leader among nations, il is im·
possible to imagine her as an
infant politically, socially and
idelogically Yet before the
American Revolution and the
years immediately following that
rebellion, slle was JUSt that.
Every step of the way, the young
nation had to struggle lo assert
herself and to make her influence
felt. Into this developing country.
John Carroll was born and it was
fortunate
for
American

Catholicism that he appeared on
the scene.
In the 1770's, America was
small- only three million people
of which one per cent was
Catholic The merchants were
suffering under heavy British
taxation and t his discontent
served as a bond to unite the
colonies The Carrolls were of tbe
persecuted mercantile class. and
being Catholic, they were doubly
unfortunate. However, their
money and influence allowed
them to transcend lhese obstacles. Charles Carroll, a cousin,

Harry Gives 'Em Hell
Returns Nostalgic Era
By Vic DiGeronimo
Remember those classic
scenes (from old family
photographs, or, for many of us,
from a " Waltons" episode) in
which family members of 3
generations flood the living room
floor to listen to "Amos 'N Andy"
or a national pep talk by the
President of the United States?
Grandpa usually defended predepression days, dad and mom
attempted to disagree with him,
and the children stared at
grandma, asking whether
depression is like the measles.
Well, this was basically the
atmosphere in many area
theatres last weekend as the
result of a theatrical gem,
released at an ideal time, considering the current bustle . of
Bicentennial fever and growmg
popular outcry at the U.S.
political scene.
"Give 'Em Hell, Harry" is a 2
hour, face to face encounter with
America's dynamic Harry S.
Truman in a performance filmed
during a live perfonnance of the
stage version. It's like having
had the chance to spend a
weekend with the fellow from
Missouri, the former administrative exorcist himself <or
at least that's the overall im·
pression one receives. "What's
that? .. No, I don't give 'em hell'. I
give 'em the truth and they just
feel like they're in hell ... ha, ha"
chuckles Truman, bursting out in
full smile and clearing his ttu:oat
with the regularity of a heart
beat.
James Whitemore, in the title
role of Truman, is the sole cast
member, creating, with the finest
display of consistency and

authenticity, a character that
melts the hearts of those who
remember him, and at least not
to be forgotten by those who are
meeting him for the first time.
via this film.
But that doesn't account for the
entire impact of the film. Much of
the crowd luning in to this "old
time radio" experience last
weekend consisted of grandparents, many with their children _and grandchildren.
Thus, as Whitmore is drawing
warm hearted smiles or affirmative nods from the old folks,
moms and dads are auempting to
explain who General MacArthur
was, what a railroad strike is,
and that Senator Joe McCarthy
was not friends with the Communists.
This occurs throughout the
film, nota tall as annoying as you

migbt

expect,

but

rather

pleasant, considering the indepth study of attitudes toward
the past that you receive, in
addition to the history lesson you
walk way with.
There is only one problem,
namely whether or not " Harry"
will be back. But, after holding it
over last weekend Chaving
printed tickets, by the way,
especially for those performances) and remembering
tbe broken promises of the
American Film Theatre Series,
resulting in a re-release or those
supposed "2 showing only, later
to be burned in salad oil plays on
film, '" you may get a chance to
see it.
"Give 'Em Hell Harry," is
presently playing at Lowes
theatre at Cedar Center.

was the flehest man in the United
States, a signer or the Declaration of Independence, a member
of the U.S. Congress and nearly
President.
John "Jacky" Carroll was a
Jesuit and he taught on the
Continent until the Society of
Jesus was suppressed in lT7J At
forty years of age, he returned to
)iaryland and became a parish
priest. If circumstances had been
different and Carroll had
remained in Europe, the shape of
American Catholictsm might
have been significanlly altered.
In 1776, a commission was sent
to Canada to suggest an alliance
against England. The members
were Benjamin Franklin, Samuel
Chase and Charles Carroll. Since
the
Canadians
were
predominantly French Catholics,
a religious representative would
have proved advantageous. As a
result., John Carroll received the
invitation. The mission was
unsuccessful but John Carroll
This portrait of Bishop John Carroll bangs in the Georgtown
temporarily entered the influential political realm and University Gallery. Tbe picture, by Gilbert Stuart, dates from
made a lifelong friend of Frank- the early 1800's.
lin. In fact, the aging diplomat
believed that he would have died
on the return trip had Carroll not
tended in his illness.
By Tom Fllsingtr
his claims of being able to read
John Carroll was first and
"Parapsychology is an idea minds, twist metals wtthout
foremost a democrat in prinwhose time has come.''
touching them, and other
·
·
Stanley Krt"ppner, a noted man assorted mental marvels He
cip Ies an d an Amencan
10
loyalties. When Rome realized
in American pyschology circles, claims to have obtained hiS
that America needed a bishop in
strongly suggest that ESP is on power from a civilzation from
1789, Ben Franklin, repaying a
its way to becoming a major another planet. Geller says that
favor, offered John Carroll's
psychological field in the near the UFO's give him his uncanny
name as a candidate. Since his
future. Now that parapsychology abili~y.
,
church was an American inis recognized by the AAAS and Oplmons concemm~ Geller s
s titulion, Carroll fell the cler gy
may of the highly pra gmatic aulhcnllCI\Y . arc OIVId<'d lhs
aboWd IGVerA o, ~ J01{iet. ~~
.lPPA~ ~~k rQund lS not vcr
tor
should elect the first bishop and
predlc!fcii~ ;~gn~ of soon
::!el !where
then. request Rome's coofinnahecommg a reahty.
raisedl announce him as a fraud.
. Bu~just a few years ago, ~ritics Yet Merv Griffin enthusiastically
lion of the decision. In this
way, the Americans who
dtsmtssed ESP as wtshful claimed that he was real when
cherished independence would
thinking. They claimed that tests Geller appc.>ared on his show On
not need to fear foreign infor. ESP we~e riddled by ex· tbe Johnny Carson show, Geller
tervention and would more
penmental b1as, e~r.or factors, failed m 1serably
readily accept the Catholic
and fraud. Many ~nllcs went so
Uri Geller·truth or tricks? This
Church. John Carroll won the
far_ as to cla1m that .ex- remains a question that baffles
election and , in this position of
penmento!"8 would gt~e phys1cal scientists and psychology exauthority. he continued his policy clues < fact~I express1ons, etc .. > perts. Maybe only Uri kno-w-s.
of Americanism.
to help fmd ESP In others.
In the opening decades of chc:: Parapshycology was shunned ~·•••••••••••~••
nineteenth century, he voiced his and ignored until very recently. •••
support for vernacular liturgy·
What caused this major change • d•66-,. _
111 ~
"For ldoindeedconcedethatonr in opinion among scientists? :
luctl"8f1Ce.:. •
of the most popular prejudices Stanley Krippner fees that, • MOAiff I'Oit:
:
against us is that our public "scientists are beginning to have •
prayers are unintelligible to our their own E~P ex~eriences :
IIIII o. 35 yean :
hearers." The change was because of tbe mterest m altered •
Oftlfltftenee
•
granted but only temporarily.
states of consciousness of reality :
·. , . , llldsucc&
•
•
1 l.' AT
In his liberal ideas and prac- in the western world."
ticality, John Carroll was two
Enter Uri Geller. Geller has :
1.8111
•
hundred years
_ a_hea
_ d_o_r_h_is_tim
_· _e_."="""ga_•_·n_ed_ w_orld-wide attention with :
SINII

Geller Claims ESP Real

There§ a ••

II" AY

•

naT

e

:
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Friel's Art Portrays Sensitive Struggle
By Sheila Haney
the midst of a rally and its enCieveiand Playhouse's suing lear gassing. They seek
"Freedom of the City," the first shelter from the gas in the
of the Cleveland On Stage series, nearest building--which happens
made its appearance at Kulas to be the mayor's office. The
last weekend with a forceful and characters include Sltinner, a
sensitive performance. Perhaps flippantly disillusioned young
it is gauche to gush. but gush I man; Michael Haggerty , an
must for the actors' whose subtle idealistic college student; and
artistry masked their tremen- Lilly Dougherty, a mother who
dous efforts at projecting in the claims to "march for exercise.''
not-so-intimate environs of the
Skinner and Lilly proceed to
former gymnasium. The cast make themselves at home and
transformed playwright Brian unabashedly help themselves to
Friel's comic tragedy of Nor- the mayor's liquor cabinet while
thern Ireland's struggle for Civil relating stories of their 1mRights into a universal statement poverished existence with tonof the human condition. Friel's gue-in-eheek abandon.
script brilliantly enfolds in flashWhile the three are endearing
back
form
the
media- themselves to the audience, the
manipulated story of "three National Guard is forming
terrorists."
outside to greet the presumably
The story involves thr ee 30 or 40 "armed terrorists" that
lovable Civil Rights marchers In ~BC mythologized into taking

he:

=-ng=

over. Meanwhile the action
progresses on four other levels:
A Columbia University Sociology
professor (the perfect stereotype
of the rumpled, grey-suited ivory
tower abstractlonisl) lectures
about the class struggle, while an
Irish pub-goer and balladeer
romanticizes about the heroes
who 'sacrificed themselves for
the cause,' and a clergyman sees
a mystical message in it all. The
inquest and exoneration of the
Guard £orms a grisly backdrop.
and
What the news medla
.
.
sympathetic Irish nahona11sts
never know is that Lilly, Skinner
and _H aggerty were me re ly
esca~1ng tear gas .and not ~r-·
formt~g a grandiose Bastille
stormtng gesture. They . were
gunnc:<~ down, unarmed, With no
questiOns asked, no arrest, no
chance of survival.

One cannot help but be
reminded of Kent State, another
incident which shared in the two
extremes of mythology. Depending upon your prejudices,
the slatn students were either
pinko punks or revolutionary
martyrs.
Brian Friel does not sacrifice
art to propaganda.
The
characters, not the media, tell
the truth. Somehow the entire
struggle for human dignity can
be read in Lilly Dougherty's
eyes.
Cleveland is fortunate that the
Playhouse offers the city tbe
opportunity to experience such
high powered artistry. JCU is
luckier still, that through the
efforts of Father Dillon and the
Fine Arts Department this experience is more accessible to the
~lud~nts.
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Counseling Center Aids Students

Keele Conducts Studies
By Betsy Farrell
Have you ever wondered why
the flashing neon sign actually
appears lo be moving? Or why
you stiU see moving patterns
after the pattern has actually
ceased movement? Dr. Keck will
conduct a one-year study this
year in order to explain these and
other phenomenon related to how
tile ...... eye aid brain '~"
movmg patterns.
Dr Max Keck, associate
professor of physics, has been
awarded an $8,145 grant, known
as the Cottrell College Science
Grant, from Research Corporation, a prtvate foundation for
the advancement of science
research at private colleges in
order lo investigate how motion
is detected by the human visual
system.
Two visual illusions which are
used in the research both attempted to explam how and why
the illusion excites the visual part
of the brain The first proves that
apparent
motion
<phi
phenomenon> can be induced by
presenting two similar visual
stimuli in sequence and slightly
displaced from each other. The
stimulus, rather than appearing
to be independent nashes, ac-

tually appear to move
smoothly from the first to the
second position.
The second illusion, commonly
referred
to
as
the
waterfall illusion, is one which
achieves a motion after-effect.
This can be induced by a
prolonged inspection of a moving
visual stimulus. S = enUy,

onee tbe mO'ftng sttmu
bas
become stationary, tbe sUmulus
appears to move backward.
There are many valuable
reasons for conducting such
research. VisuaJ handicaps may
be more easily detected, and
techniques can be developed to
aid such handicaps. This
research may be helpful in
lessening hazards in occupations
where tbere is almost constant
motion, such as airplane pilots,
bus drivers, and the like.
Research, especially at JCU,
offers students an opportunity for
self-discover y. Although summer
jobs were financially beneficial,
those students assisting in this
project are not tangibly reimbursed, except for possible cre<llt
if taken as an independent study
or as a lab. Students presently
participating in the research are
Fred Montague and Paul Hrich.

B) <'nrol \trndoza
The Counseling Center on the
main floor of the Administration
Bldg . offers students testing,
couseling. and discussions with a
trained. concerned staff. Dr.
Walter S. ~osal. Director of the
center, along with several other
full and part time staff members,
maintain a solidly booked
schedule Questions brought out
may tnclude anythtng from
problems with a roommate, to
what is right or what should be
done in a certain situation.
In his thirty years working with
college students, including
twenty-seven at John Carroll,
and having raised five children of
his own, Dr Nosal has found that
the same basic problems are
encountered by everyone at some
point in their maturation. He
believes that with a little coaching and support, students can see
themselves through.
Dr Nosal feels that all students
of college age are raced with
certain common challenges. He
believes that these include two
basic issues. The first involves
learning how lo live. This is
characterized by such queslions
as "Who am 1?", "How should I
relate to others?", and " How do I
shift from dependency to sufficiency?". On this Dr. Nosal
remarked, "As a child, dependency generally doesn't bother
us. But after a point, we begin to
feel parasitic; we want to help, to
reach out to o(.hers."

The second major problem
involves what we should do in our
lives, how we should make a
living. This involves discovering
w~l type of career and job will
satiSfy the student once he is
removed from the college
community
As far as the staff's role in this
objective, Dr ~osal says, "Our
job is to see through people, to
help see people through." He
wants to help the individual to see
himself in a more realistic way.
He feels that young people can
make tbe best decisions when
they have acquired the most
knowledge possible about
themselves and their situation.
Nosal feels that as times have
evolved the situations have
changed the emphasis within
each problem. He found Ulat

after the war, the major thought
was how to make up for lost time
and get through college the
quickest. The fifties seemed
characterized by detachment, a
wanting to be cool. Militancy on
campus was the focus of the
sixties, while he characterized
Ule student of the seventies by
saying, "he knows that you can't
change v. ith world by slogans,
but by motions .. Although the~·
wish to be technically proficient,
they want to insure themselves a
place in Lhe sun.··
Students wishing to take advantage of the help offered at the
center may do so without charge
by si mply making an appointment. According to Nosal,
there ts complete confidentiality,
"with no information asked for,
and none given out."

News Notes
Speech Waiver
Students who have had one
year of high school speech may
apply for a waiver of the speech
proficiency requirement with the
secretary in the speech department. Students must register not
later than Tuesday, Oct. 28th.

Tours Scotland
Dr. Robert Getscher of the fine
arts department will be heading
for Glasgow. Scotland on October

5 for three weeks of sleuthing into

prints and letters of the artist
James A Whistler
Getscher is preparing
a Whistler Exhibit scheduled for
Oberlin College's Allen Museum
two years hence.

Union Film
The Student Union Film
Society will present The Conversation on Thursday, October 12 at
7:30 p.m. Admission will be 75
cents with a fee card, $1.50 without

Chapel's Upper Floor Unveiled
By llarry Gauzman
Det.eeU.e At Larle
Returning from a high-power

staff meeting with Don Juan
Busta, I naturally passed one of
our campus' most illustrious
landmarks, the Neitzsche Religious Center. I thought it -would
be a good idea to stop in and build
up points just in case I should
ever find myself in a spiritual
lull. As I made my way up the
most pholographed steps in the
entire history of yearbook publishing, it occurred to me that
from the outside the chapel appeared to be a two-story structure while only one story has
been revealed to those of us who
have yet to reach Nirvana, commonly referred to as the faculty
dining room.
The question of the second floor
of the chapel, not to mention the
fact that my next door neighbor
was practicing close order driU,

I

Dr. Keck <right> and Fred Montague are s hown wit h the oscilloscope used by Dr. Keck ln
hls studies dealing with vision a nd perception.
Photo By oan CoJa~

ing. After bearing Jhat question,
Mr. Morono jumped up on his
that I would end the mystery of desk and screamed at the top of
his voice, •'The enemies of the
the second floor of the chapel.
My first lead brought me to the campus must be purged so that a
doors of the infamous Birdman of free and democratic state can
Lucasville known to us all as Dr. persist." It was then that I realiz"Hark I Believe It Is A Yellow ed that Mr. Morono, in his own
Bellied Sap Sucker" McClean. 1 discrete way, was asking me to
had reason to believe that he was leave.
As my investigation continued,
performing experiments on the
migratory habits of the Holy more leads were being tmcoverSpirit on the second floor of the ed. Among the more credible
chapel. When asked, the good stories was that the space on the
doctor replied, "I am sorry son, second floor of the chapel was bebut the Dovus Spiriti Sanctus, ing used as a set for a new movie
~hich is an endangered species, on communal life titled "The
has not been observed in this Buckley Experiment" . One of the
area since the girls began their more interesting leads was that
Al Balderdash, president of the
habitation in Murphy Hall."
With that lead obviously ex- IOC (Inter-Organizations I
hausted, I began to work on Chaos) is keeping the memberrumor that Joe Morono, vice- ship of the mysterious Baltic
president of the Student Disunion Club in suspended animation on
<emphasis on vice) was using the the second floor only to be releassecond floor of the chapel as stor- ed at a lime when they would be
age space for his vast quantities fully appreciated. Mr. Balderof Spanish Fly. When 1 question· dash was unavailable for comed Mr. Morono about the Spanish ment due to the fact that he was
Fly, he replied with all mode~ty collecting members of the potenthat "with a face and body like tial Irish Club for who knows
mine 1 don't need that sluff." I what.
With all these leads, my inthen asked Mr. Morono why then
did he have to send out to Con- vestigation as of yet has not
necticut for a date to Homecom- reached a conclusive point
kept me up most of the night. It

was tben and there that I decided
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Stanley Band
Album Released
8) .John CreJ(an

A year ago Michael Stanley
was ~riling some really nice
acoustical ballads when someone
told him to "get the show on the
road." He was advised that if he
would get a band together to
throw in some guitar rirfs and accent his own work with effective
harmonies, his records might sell
outside of Cleveland. So that is
just what he d.ld and the rlrst re·
suits have been pleasing. Now, if
the band could get better production for their next album, and a
P.R. man similar to the one the
Bay City Rollers have, they just
might be the ones to begin fulliilling that prophesy some people
have made, heralding Cleveland
as the next Liverpool of Rock.
The Michael Stanley Band's
new album "You Break it; You
Bought Il," has done two things.
It has given the band a strong,
broad base from which to work
from in the future and also shown
the band's lead guitarist Jonah
Kolsen to be quite a talented
songwriter.
The band has obviously been
influenced by their "superstar"
friends Joe Walsh and The
Eagles; however, the new album
also displays much originality
and a surprising a mount of versatility. So what if lheit " I 'm
gonna love you" sounds like the
Eagles' "Already Gone." rt's a
great song, and I'll never understand why the A.M. dee-jays
never played the single.
They recently released another
single, "Face the Music. " With a
little pushing this song could be a
big hit. The song is laced with a
little Funk, a Ultle metal and that
certain quality that makes one
want to sing along. It was written
by Jonah Kosten, who wrote
about half the songs on the
album Frankly, I can't decide
whose music I enjoyed more Kosten's or Stanley's. Regardless, they both have quite a future
in the music business.

The album has It'S share of
rockers. but there is still a large
amount of space devoted to the
slow songs reminiscent of Stan·
ley's "Rosewood Bitter" days.
The difference in the mellow
tunes on this album is that
they've been spiced with some
synthesizer. effective harmoniz·
ing and creativity. or the slowerpaced songs, I particularly enjoyed "Sweet Refrain." The
classics in the rock-n-roll depart·
ment are "Highway Angel" and
"Face the Music."
_I have two minor complaints
With the album. One is in the area
of production. For some odd reason, the album sounds as if it was
produced in low volume. This is
surprising since the album was
recorded on Epic Records, a
major label. My only other complaint is that some of the slow
songs sound the same with repeated listenings.
I just hope that when the band
hits the road, they receive the
proper exposure, and that when
they decide to record another album they begin progressing from
where they left off

Classifieds
Pumpkins are my favorite fOOd .

Tom Welch Please Slav awav from the
bOwling machiM. Gratefully yours, l)c)n
Ctrter.
Welcome back S..rger from the Rat 8111' A
Team. No tree sandwlclle$
wanted non-liberated Murhpy coed 10 wa$1\,
Iron, and mend my clothes. Fatr pay,
possible fringes. Steve,

4A1~

The knlilhts say "NEAT!"

Tennis LMsons at a reasonable rate on tCU
courts. Call 752 6565
Dave senaccl Please stop b'-lng your

nose on the bedsheets love. Mom ,

Future "Our Gang" co-managers Dave LIUman (left) a nd Ja y MarguUes are s hown
outside the old Manners restaurant at Fairmount Circle. The new restaurant will open In
m id-November featuring wine, beer. and various sandwic hes. Plloto e., MAry Lines• lln911H

Cleveland Happenings

Restaurants Offer Midnight Cuisine
8) Jim liOt'hnlein
And 'lary Carr

Excedrin headache number
500: It is late at night and you
have the hungries. Where can
you go to get something worth·
while to eat at that hour? Well,
we have two fine suggestions:
restaurants that have very good
food, but at the same time are not
too hard on U1e wallet.
If you are a hamburger connoisseur, one place we might
sugg~t is Our Gang, located on
Chagrm Blvd. near Richmond
a-d iD Beachwood.
oz..
hamburger plate costs anywhere
from $1.55 to $2.50 depending
upon whether you like your
sandwich plain or fancy . How do
these strike you: " The Gang
Burger"a
hamburger
smothered with cheddar cheese,
strips or bacon, and slices or
tomatoes, or "Dave's Special"
the house specialty with swiss
cheese,
grilled
onions,
mushrooms. and sour cream.

~

'P~-

The Bradley-Maurer Band
Friday, October 3rd
4 till 7
Free Admission

••••••••••e•••e••o•••••••••••••••e••••o•••••
Saturday, October 4th
open 11 :00 till 1:30, 3:30 till 1:00

.. ..
()

The J. Morgan Band
9till12
5 1.00 without
50¢ with fee card
Hot Sausage pizza is now being served. •••••

The decor of the restaurant IS
an 1890's style mcluding Tiffany
windows. cane back cha1rs,
antiques, banging plants, and
fresh flowers on every table. Our
Gang is open until 11:00 p m.
Monday through Thursday, and
until 1:00 a.m. on Friday and
Saturday. Another Our Gang will
be opening on Fairmount Circle
sometime in mid-November.
U you have aJways wanted to
try French
cuisine at a
reasonable price, The Saucy
Crepe Is for you. It is an exterior
decorators as well as a gourmet's
del' l. The white stucco walls

There are many different types
or crepes to choose from:
seafood, meal. vegetables, or
sweets 'l'he house specialty is
"Crepe Saint-Jacques." consisting of scallops, o;hrimp, and
sliced
mushroo.--.s.
The
restaurant hall a full c •cktail and
wine list available T. e crepes
entrees run from $2.50 to $4.00
while the desert crepes run from
Sl.SO to $2.00

and potted trees. A wine rack
separates the kitchen from the
dining area. Cane backed chairs
and wooden block tables aU help
to create a warm atmosphere.

Is open untO 11:00 p.m. oa

are

Located at the comer or Chagrin Blvd. and Warrensville Center. d\r(.-clly od)accnt lo t.he

b7 ,......, . _ w_..

l

'

days, and until 1:00 a.m. on
Fri~ay and Saturday. Bon ap·
petit!

The Carroll News
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Rooters Blank Malone
Ry J oe Dzurllla
The exiled Blue Streak soccer

team won its first game of the
yea r last Saturday against
~fa lone College at Lower University School, 3..()
The boaters, now 1-2, have already bested last year's mark of
0-6·3, and hope to continue their
winning streak as they visll
Carnegie-Mellon today and host
Hiram this Tuesday
The initial goal came at the 38·
minute mark of the first half by
sophomore Timmy Hanrahan.
He slipped his shot from five
yards out, through the legs of
several players fr om both teams
and past Malone's frustrated
goalie
The score remained 1..() until
the 29:15 mark of the second half
when junior Andy Szeltner also
connected from a bout five ya rds
out orr a corner kick from J im
Gregorich.
"'hOIO By JOhn McGonigle
In addition to that assist, GreAcdon progresses in Saturday's match. The Streaks shut out gorich also scored on a perfectly
Malone College 3-0.
executed corner kick at the 36-

Fall lntramurals Continue
By Mario Bertolo

Football

With a few games still to be
played, the intramural football
season is near a close, and the
teams are making a fine effort to
make the playoffs
Thursday, the 25th, bad AKY,
now 2-(), blank Circle K, 13..(). The
Standard D.V 8's outlasted the
St. Louis Cardinals by a 13-6
margin. Two forfeitures were
recorded as Demarco, 2-(), was
declared victorious over the
Screwballs, and the U-Club won

l-•~,;.,;;,.,..;..;;-..-.,~r~e~o
e ~r!lfh~r games held
Monday were tight defensive
struggles, as Broadway's Best
outscored BFBG, 8-2. The Rejects slipped past Demarco, 6-2,
and The South Shall Rise Again

was edged 7-6 in a brutal contest
with the No Names. BTE forfeited to TPT.
Tuesday held three very impressive beatings as the powerful
No Names clouted the St. Louis
Cardinals, 28-6. Twenty to zip
was the whipping handed to the
Ski Club as undefeated IXY
dominated the entire ga me.
Broadway's Best also continued
their winning ways by setting
back Demarco with an 18..()
defeat. AKY was forfeited to by
BTE and to round up Tuesday's

.....

The playoffs will start this
Tuesday among the four division
winners. Wednesday will decide
lhe overall intramural championship. Tennis
Devastating his opponents, Joe

Haytes, a junior, became the 1975
intramural singles tennis king
Sunday afternoon.
While Haytes was busy
downing Joe Sullivan and then
Russ Turay , Gino Battisti had
his hands full with Jack Webster.
Battisti later defeated John
Buckley in the semi-finals , advancing to the finals to meet
Haytes.
The championship proved to be
a greuling battle as Haytes won
the first set, 6-3. The second set
waa decided by a tie-bnak• with
Battt!rtl· comfng out on top The
finaJ and deciding set ended 6-6,
where Haytes defeated Battisti
by one point in the tie-breaker.

minute mark of the second balf,
unassisted, lo round out the scoring and insuring the Streaks of
the Victory.
The streaks for the first t1me
this year, exhibited an offense
that outshot the opposition 30-10.
rn two previous games lhey
managed a combined total of
three shots on a goal.
Co-captain Jim Bauer summed
up the team's performance from
the sidelines "The defense played well in rupping the opponents'
offensive thrusts in the bud. But
more importantly, they made at·
tempts to control the ball and be·
gin the offensive movement of
our team
''The offense responded with
their most aggressive game of
the season, after finding that it is
possible to lake shots on a goal.
The first score gave them the
desire that is generated by fleet-

ing tastes of lhe reward."
.In making his debut, freshman
goalie, Mike Maurer, was the
recipient or outstanding defensive efforts put in by defensemen
:\1ark Strohbeck, Nick Carnavale, and Carl Chickowski
Maurer was credited with only
six saves opposed to his counter·
part Malone who tallied 21.
"Overall," Saurer continued,
"it was the success of a young
team, since only two seniors and
two juniors participated in the
match. Such youthful success
could be a glimpse of a powerful
team soon to emerge."
The only roadblock to success
at this point is a variety of injuries, all minor, that continue to
plaque the team. Numerous
people were " hurting" as a result
of the victory, the most "Serious
complaints being sprained
ankles.
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Conference Football Race Unpredictable
It seems every week a new title
contender emerges in the PAC
football race.
First, it was expected that
Allegheny and John Carroll
would battle for the conference
crown.
Well, Allegheny has since been
declared ineligible for the
championship, and Hiram
stunned the Blue Streaks with a
lG-7 upset back on September 13.
So along with John Carroll,
Hiram looms as a possible title
contender.

CN Sports

Thiel, picked as the dark horse
team in the league, got off to a
sweeping start, coasting to victories over Case Western
Reserve and Carnegie-Mellon.

Now, Washington a nd Jefferson have entered the title race
with a shocking 25..() win over
Thiel.
So entering the fourth week of
the season, only one team,
Hiram, remaulS unbeaten in
conference play. So hang on to
your seat because the scramble
for the title should go right down
to the wire.

Spikers Lack Cohesiveness
gone into a third game.
we could have been."
Terry Schaefer, one of the
Various after-game comments
Despite a raUy at the end of all expressed this same view. freshmen on the team, said. " It
their second game against Ober- One player said, "We lost in was a different experience to
lin, the women's volleyball team overtime in the second game, so play college volleyball ... I feel
went down in defeat last Monday it wasn't an embarrassing loss in we'll have a good season."
The team hopes to enter the
nili!ht: 15-3 and 14-12.
thal sense ... it was our first time
The women just seemed unable out. I think now that we've played win column next Tuesday night
to get it together as a team. AI· together during a game, we'll be when they go against Hiram at
though they had sound hits and more improved ... Another team home, and continue it on Thurspowerful serves, the women member noted that the loss was day when they face both BaldWinseemed to have a case of first- " not due to lack of skill ; we were Wallace and Mount Union, also at
night nervousness. By the time
as
as ~me..
they felt their confidence returning, it was too late to overcome
the Oberlin team.
In the first game, Meth Strube
completed 2 out of her 3 attempted serves, while Motria Wasyluk
attempted and completed three
spikes.
In lhe second game, Terry
Schaefer was 3-4 for her serves,
and Karen McDonneU pounded
back four of her five attempted
spikes. Said Miss Kathleen Manning, "We played the net well ...
and hit good shots .. . they just
managed to get those little, but
important points."
During the second game,
things clicked and began to fit to·
gether, but by then the Oberlin
team had already edged by. Had
the Streak women's skill come
Karen McDonnell executes a block at the net during tbe
above earlier, it is sure they Oberlin game, while teammates Mary Duffy and Metb Strube
would have split the match and stand by ready to assist.
Photo By Terr i w er<Jeiner
By Lori Shadley
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Homecotning

Streaks Face CMU
8 R'1 kT bl
' c eu

PhOIO 8y John Sch....ellur

A bird's eye view of Baldwin-Wallace's defense. Jim Gorski, number 15, manages to
unload the ball.

Green Gators Sweep Two
By DAVE ROONEY

Last Saturday the Gators
visited Morgantown, W.V., to
play the West Virginia U. Rugby
Club. After two hard fought
battles both teams came away
with victories.

end-zone.
The most spectacular play of
the day was made by another
first year man, John Roche. The
plucky red-head grabbed the ball
on his own 25 yard line, laid one
quick move on the bulldozer in
the middle of the field, and
sprinted 75 yards to score untouched. Bill Dunlap's 2-point
conversion left the fina l score at

The A-game was a "chiller of a
thriller" with the Gators coming
from behi~d to win 8-7. The huge
West Virginia mountain men took 18-3.
control early in the game scoring
The star of the party was
a try and a penalty kick in the
first 15 minutes.
HOUSE
SALE!
We're
The scrapping §treaks dug in, remodeling & were selling family
and with 5 minutes left in the half room furniture; a Danish modern
found themselves on WVU's 10 couch, game table & 4 chairs, end
yard line. The Gator's front 8 won tables, table lamp, 3 bookshelves
the crucial scrumdown, and with drapes, area rug. For detailed
raror-sharp passing, the back- information call 449-4212.
field
gotwho
thegrounded
ball outit to
Rooney
forBob
the • - - - - - - - - - -..
try.
With a half-lime score of 7 to 4
in WVU's favor, the never-saydie Gator fans cheered up their
tired team with a chorus of "You
Are My Sunshine." Thus revived,
the galloping gators started the
second half much inspired; and it
was not long 'til Tim Lawley, a
rookie A-team back, snatched the
·ball from the finger tips of his
opponent, and shot 30 yards down
the sidelines to score.
;rheStreaks were mostly on the
defensive for the rest of the
game. Twice the mountain men
came within 5 yards of scoring;
but a strong Streak serum held
them off It was a morale boosting victory for the Gators.
The second game was a much
more Gator-dominated contest.
West Virginia's B-team surprised
everyone by making a 47 yard
penalty kick in the opening
minutes of play, but after that it
was the Streak's game all the
way. Mike Hendricks, who also
played in the first game, sparked
the combustible B-team backfield by breaking a tackle and
scoring from 20 yards out.
John Sachetti, the cute Gator
hooker, scored next on a 10 yard
spurt from a loose ruck. Then the
Carroll serum showed Its
mettle once more, helping Marty
McGarry power his way into the

Howard Coburn who broke all
existing records for messmg up a
verse of a song the most times.
Tomorrow is the home opener
against Erie RFC. at 11:00 on the
athletic field.

that
Everybody
knows
Muhammad Ali "floats like a
butterfly and slings like a bee."
Well, last Saturday at Wasmer
field the Yellow Jackets of Baldwm-Wallace tried to convince
everyone that they were adhe~ents to his philosophy Most, tf
not all of the spectators, came out
believers as they wat~hed the
Yellow Jackets sting 1t to the
Streaks 41-14. As the final second
ticked away, the atmosphere resembled that of a funeral proccs
sion with t.he Blue. Streak grid?ers hang1ng the1r heads d~JecLedly and lhe crowd of 1200 ftling out silenUy.
The loss will not affect the
Streak's Conference record of 11, but the players will have to attend to their bruised pride. M~mbe~ of bo~ teams were plaJ!ng
agamst fnends or former high
school teammates which added
to their incentive to win
B.W. got off to a quick start by
scoring at the 10:33 mark m the
first ~arter on a~ yard jaunt up
the middle by Mike Albert. The
Blue Streak offense, on the other
hand. was humbled to a Single
first down at the ~nd of the first
quarter By that time, the Yellow
Jackets had scored t_wice more
on long pass completions.

.........~ •••..•••••••••••-.•lllllllllr.
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Sports Shorts

Nexl week's expected IntraMEN'S BASKETBALL- Any
male interested in becoming the mural football championship
manager of the men's varsity matches:
basketball team , please see
DAT over AKY . AKY has been
skai..Wi.O,llthin..i: e. \0. ~.::....-..·_..........
Coach Janka.
8roachray'a BM o._. No
MVRPRY 'I'RIRD . FLOOit
west beat third floor east in an Names. No- Names Jack desire.
exciting volleyball challenge last
Tuesday evening. Notable were
Rugby Schedule
the short, but mighty, servers OcL4 Erie RFS
H
Oct.l8 U. of Dayton
A
and spry spikers.
HOCKEY CLUB- The first Oct.25 Marquette U
H
practice on ice will be held Oct. Nov. l Notre Dame
A
19 If interested in playing in· Nov. 8 Xavier U.
H
tercollegiate hockey, please Nov. 15 Kent State U
A
contact Dave Murhpy at 5136.
Nov. 22 Pittsburg RFC
H

Harriers Third in PAC Relays
By DAVID JONES HI
Paced by the team or junior
Tim Manning, and freshman,
Greg Lewis, the Blue Streak's
cross country team placed third
behind Case Western Reserve,
and Alleghany, respectively, in
the PAC Relays this past
weekend. Alleghany edged out
the Streaks by three points for
second place honors on the hilly
course at Bethany, West
Virginia.

The Manning and Lewis team
placed third out of a total or
twenty-five teams in an event in
which the Blue Streaks had won
the year before. The team of
senior, Steve Craig, and
sophomore, Len Johnson placed
eighth while the duet consisting
of sophomore John Izquierdo and
freshman John Kessinger placed
fourteenth.
For those who are unfamiliar
with the event, each man runs
five-one mile intervals over a
cross country course. Member
"A" of the team runs a mile, then
member " B" runs a mile. This
continues with each man
alternating until he has run five
miles and a team total of ten
miles. The team with fastest time
wins.

New Coach Joe Muscarella ,
cons idered this meet a warm-up

towards the goal of becoming
PAC and Division III National
Chapions. Muscarella , a former
Euclid High school coach, and
past athlete and graduate of
Bowling Green University is
replacing Wally Gunther who had
been the coach of the Blue
Streaks last year.
This weekend, the nine
member team will lravel to
Washington and Jefferson, where
they will compete against
Alleghany and t he W.J.
Presidents.

So, techrucally, the victor was
decided an the first quarter and
B-W increased that lead to zs.o at
the half. The Streaks scored
tw1ce in the second half on passes
from Jim Gorslti to John O'Hare
and Tom Wallenhurst but 1t was
too little too late. The frustration
eventually took its toll on the
Blue Streaks as they were flagged for a few unsportsman-like
conduct penalties . One Blue
Streak was ejected from the
game.
tn defeating the Streaks Baldwin· Wallace coach Lee Tressel
became the winnlngest coach in
the history of the Yellow Jackets.
His record now is a handsome
105-44-5 in a head coaching tenure
that dates back to 1958.
Coach Schweickert and his
staff will try to regroup the
troops for tomorrow's homecom1ng game against Carnegie-MelJon Schweickert believes that the
offense will have to pick itself up
and start sconng more.
The offense is averaging two
touchdowns a game and y,.iJI have
to improve on that. Team captain
John Wicinski and Jim Gorslu
have been sharing the quarterback responSibilitie> but neither
has been able to generate a consistent offensive attack.
Gorski's passing statistics of
last week seem impressive at
first glance with 12 completions
m 23 attempts for 217 yards. But
the Streaks amasse<i only 8 yards
in the air In the first half and 4
passes were Intercepted, one for
,a touchdown. Lack of offense not
only causes the defense lo fatigue
m<'rl' rapidly ; bul i t also places a
~v r burden on tMm to ha\l

........

TomOITOW'S game wfD be ...,..
lighted by two special events.
The select1on of Homecoming
Queen will take place and, al
halftime. two former Carroll
greats wlil be inducted mlo the
J.C.U Athletic Hall of Fame The
inductees are Francis J <Speed)
Gaul, class of 1929, and J Gordon
Pr1emer, class of 1964.

RESEARCH PAPERS
THOUSANDS ON FILE

Send for your up-to-date, 16Q-page, mail order catalog of
5,500 topics. Enclose $1.00 to cover postage and handling.

COLLEGIATE RESEARCH
1720 PONTIUS AVE •• SUITE 201
LOS ANGELES, CALIF . 90026
~------------------------I

-----,
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Address

'
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Women's fair Speaker
Offers Career Alternative

~o\,\JTI0!\1

By Paula Bruening
Among the topics of discussion
during lhe Oct. 22 International
Woman's Year Fair IS ''Counseling the Rape Victim ." The
guest speaker is Anna Laszlo, a
University graduate in speech
and political science, and the
director of rape counseling for
the Sussex County district attorneys office.
Ms. Laszlo, will use tapes and
films to explain her work, as well
as to emphasize the risk of sexual
assault and common sense safety
measure. She sees her job not as
a career goal, but as one of
various possibilities for the
career-minded woman.

Freshman Vocational Test
Results Avalable
Freshman who completed the
vocational preference test batlery on the orientation dales June
10. 17, 20, 24, ?:1 and July 8, 11, 15,
18, can pick up an interpretative
summary of their scores in the
Student Service Center, Room
126. Administration Building.
Students can retrieve their in·
terpretive packages on October
6, 7.

For one vear Ms. Laszlo and
two Boston College members
counseled victims of rape and
sexual assult. Their rape crisis
center was run joinlly by Boston
College and Boston City Hospital
It provided counseling and
support to victims from the time
of assault through the time of the
court hearings.
During this time they gathered
data and wrote articles which
were subsequenUy compiled into
a book enliUed Rape: Victims or
Crisis. The book has been used in
training courses for psychiatric
nurses to help them understand
what is known as the "rape
trauma syndrome."
Ms. Laszlo's project has been
instrumental in changing the
Massachusetts rape legislation
and in giving clearer information
about the pyschological impact of
rape. The crisis center is now
being expanded to reach victims
of all violent crimes.
~ Laszlo's presentation
promises to be of interest to all
fairgoers as it deals with an issue
of current interest and presents
an unusual carrer alternative fo.wom~n.

Q:«;
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Aid Goes Untouched

<$0

8) JH1 REIIO
In this era of skyrocketing
college expenses. it is strange
~
~ indeed to learn that large sums of
financial aid are being left un()
touched each school year. Yet.
2 according
to Ms. Carol Jemzura.
~, \
Director of Financial Aid. that is
~
~
exacUy the situation.
· P'J.. .
...-....:
''Every year," she points out,
P'
r-..
''millions of dollars in govern1;>?6
ment-sponsored aid programs go
- '
unspent. simply because eligible
students don't apply."
There are two major sources of
government-supported financial
The Ohio Bicentennial Article assistance. The Ohio InContest, sponsored by the Ohio structional Grant <OIG). is unAmerican Bicentennial Advisory derwritten by the state or Ohio
Commission, the Ohio Academy and is open only to Ohio citizens.
of History, and the Ohio The Basic Educational OpHistorical Society, gives college portunities Grant <BEOG>, is
students a tangible way to federally-funded and may be
become involved in the National applied for by any U.S. undergraduate student who did not
Bicentennial.
Contest entrants are to write on attend college before April 1,
the theme, ''The Consequences of 1973.
Neither the OIG nor the BEOG
the Revolution in the Ohio
Country" Awards of $500 will is awarded on the basis of
be presented to each of four scholastic achievement The
winners whose articles will be application forms request only
published in the Bicentennial information about the student's
issue of "Ohio History." Sub- family income. assets, and
mission deadline is December 1, overall frnanciaJ standing. If the
combined resources or the family
1975. For further information
write to Mr. David C. Twining: do not exceed a certain variable
1982 Velma Avenue, Columbus. limit, the student is given an
amount of aid corresponding to
Ohio, 43211.

~

~

m

'(!.

::t

-tg1-v

Sta t e Sponsors
Article Contest

his needs. The maxium OlG
grant is $1500 per vear, and the
maxium BEOG stiPend is $1400.
Since a family's financial
outlook seldom remains constant, students must re-apply for
the grants each year. Although
there is no guarantee. it IS likely
that a student qualifying for aid
one year will also qualify in
succeeding years, barring a
substantial change in family
financial status.
ln the history of the OIG and
BEOG programs, there have
never been applicants to exhaust
all the available money. This
year, Ms. Jemzura feels, OIG
may possibly reach this goal, but
BEOG probably will not.
Students interested in either
programs should contact the
financial a1d office immediately.

Meet interesting and attnctive
singles.
Men-Women
20 · 37 yUJS of age.
Call 289·1354

ingle's World
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Cleveland On Stage

Jt

at John Carroll University

:

~

To all who helped inaugurate

,..

,.

i

THANK YOU!

Jt- First, To the Play House f'lr the excellent performancesJt- Then, To the University Club for I.L'i hering a nd the stagecrew

*~
*Jt-

for behjnd-the scenes work'
To the Friends of J ohn Carroll for the Saturday night runner
;: to open the seasonTo the Choice For Women program for the luncheon after
Wednesday's matinee: To the Faculty-Service Committee for the wine-and-<:heese
:
party Saturday-

~ To secretaries, ticket-sellers, factulty who mentioned the
~

:
,._
,..

**

~
;:
,.
,..

i~

i

,..

**Jt-

~

*,..

series in their classesAnd to all the audiences, especially the students who came.
There were a lot of reasons for not coming: it was something ne~ at JCU; not many bad heard of the play
1tself; there were so many other things to do. So 1 am
~pecially grateful for all those who came. The best 1 could
w1sh them ~ exactly what they got-an eveing of excellent
theater. As tt turned out, there were close to 400 on Friday
500 on Saturday, and 400 on Sunday.
'
!';F;XT WEEK: Great Lakes Shakespeare FestivaJ brings
'·As You Like It" on Friday. Oct. 10 at 8:30 p.m. "Our
Town" on Saturday, Oct.ll at7:30and ll:OOp.m.

COME, ENJOY
Dennis T. Dillon
Arts Manager
for the John Carroll
Committee on Cultural Affairs
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Hut tU
12 oreal M SOnG$
oncludtng
0AY8Y DAY
SA\E IHE PEO?LE8LESS Tl!E lORO
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A n extraord inary
experie nce fo r everyone, everywhe re!
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Tim e: g;oo P.r1. o.ndlo:oofJt

Plo..c.e: k v lo.s
Aclrtussion:

$ 1.00

